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OUT-OF-PLANE CHARGE TRANSPORTIN THE NORMAL STATEOF PURE AND Ti-DOPED Sr2RuO4�K. Puhera;y, A. Loidla, N. Kikugawab and Y. Maenob;aExperimentalphysik V, Elektronishe Korrelationen und MagnetismusInstitut für Physik, Universität Augsburg, 86135 Augsburg, GermanybDepartment of Physis, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, JapanKyoto University International Innovation Center, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan(Reeived July 10, 2002)We have performed studies of the out-of-plane re�etivity in the nor-mal onduting state of pure and Ti-doped Sr2RuO4 single rystals. Thesattering rate in Sr2RuO4 an be explained by a gap-like behavior with anexponential inrease of the sattering rate whih onviningly desribes thetemperature dependene of the out-of-plane d resistane. On doping withnon-magneti Ti the gap beomes redued and is fully losed for x = 0:05.PACS numbers: 74.70.Pq, 71.27.+a, 72.30.+q, 78.30.�jBeside the disovery of superondutivity by Maeno and oworkers [1℄the layered perovskite Sr2RuO4, have been triggered onsiderably researhativities by the fat that the normal-state properties an be well desribedas a highly orrelated two-dimensional Fermi-liquid (FL) up to T � 25 K [2℄.In ontrast to the in-plane resistivity �ab, the out-of-plane resistivity � onlypartly agrees with the Fermi-liquid theory at low temperatures. Although� shows a T 2 behavior, the Kadowaki�Woods ratio strongly deviates fromthe universal FL ratio [2℄. Up to high temperatures �ab reveals metalli be-havior, in ontrast to �, whih passes through a broad maximum lose to aharateristi temperature T � � 100K and is only weakly T -dependent forhigher temperatures [3℄. This behavior has been explained assuming a su-perposition of oherent (AT 2) and inoherent (1=T ) harge transport [4℄.On Ti-doping the transport properties at low temperatures hange to a non-metalli behavior [5,6℄. NMR experiments gave hints for strongly anisotropi



588 K. Puher et al.anti-ferromagneti (AFM) spin �utuations at low temperatures [7, 8℄, butalso q-independent �utuations exist [8℄. Inelasti neutron sattering exper-iments [9℄ again reveal the existene of inommensurate spin �utuationsand in omparison with forenamed NMR results it was onluded that fer-romagneti (FM) �utuations, if they exist at all, obviously are shifted tohigher energies.In this letter we fous on the normal-state dynami ondutivity along-axis in pure and Ti-doped Sr2RuO4. To shed some further light on hargetransport properties we performed a series of infrared (IR) re�etivity mea-surements on Sr2Ru1�xTixO4 samples with Ti onentrations 0 < x < 0:09.The rystals were grown by the �oating zone melting tehnique in an in-frared image furnae as desribed elsewhere [5, 10℄. While the pure sam-ple reveals superondutivity below T = 1:43 K, it is suppressed beyondx � 0:0015 [11℄. The re�etivity measurements were arried out in twoFourier transformation infrared spetrometers (Bruker IFS 113v and IFS66v/S) as desribed previously [6℄. For the orientation of the samples weused an IR mirosope (Bruker IRsope II).The frequeny-dependene of the -axis re�etivity R for pure Sr2RuO4is shown in Fig. 1. Two phonons are evident and below 100 m�1 the re-�etivity inreases metalli-like. In ontrast to the slight inrease at roomtemperature, a plasma edge lose to 80 m�1 beomes visible at low temper-atures. It was not possible to desribe the eletroni ontribution using thestandard Drude model solely. Therefore, we used a two-omponent model



Out-of-Plane Charge Transport in the Normal State of . . . 589with an additional inoherent ontribution desribed by a T -independentbroad Lorentzian funtion. Former studies on the pure ompound solvedthis problem applying a extended Drude model [12,13℄. Our two omponentmodel provides exellent �ts of R, whih are shown as solid lines in Fig. 1for T = 5K and 300K.As mentioned above, we use the standard Drude model �1(!) =�d=(1+!2�2) with a T -dependent d ondutivity �d = e2N=m� and a tem-perature dependent, but frequeny independent, sattering rate  = 1=� .The temperature dependene of the �t parameter �d and  are shown inFig. 2. The d ondutivity (lower frame) strongly inreases below 100 K androughly follows the d ondutivity (dashed line) measured via 4-probe teh-niques [5℄. The sattering rate exponentially dereases towards low temper-atures (upper frame) and an niely be �tted by (T ) = 0+1e��=T . Thisthermally ativated behavior with a gap energy � = 6:3meV, 0 = 4:7 m�1and 1 = 121 m�1 reprodues almost perfetly the omplete temperaturerange.



590 K. Puher et al.In onlusion we have shown that the -axis dynami ondutivity ofpure and slightly doped Sr2Ru1�xTixO4 an be well desribed in terms ofa two omponent model with a narrow standard Drude ontribution anda broad mid-infrared feature. For T < 300 K the -axis d transport isdominated by oherent ontributions and the sattering rate depends ex-ponentially on T with a gap energy of 6 meV. On doping the gap beomeslosed. Furthermore, we speulate that the gap is of magneti origin, despitethe fat that the magneti suseptibility for x = 0 is rather isotropi andalmost temperature independent. From NMR and neutron sattering exper-iments no gapped features were observed in the spin �utuation spetra, buta shift of FM �utuations to higher energies was suggested and on Ti-dopinga strongly anisotropi FM omponent evolves. Therefore, we suspet thatFM �utuations with �nite energies are present in the pure ompound, too,and result in the observed gap-like temperature dependene of the satteringrate.The authors thank F. Mayr for experimental support. This work waspartly supported by the DFG via the Sonderforshungsbereih 484 (Augs-burg) and by the BMBF via ontrat No. EKM/13N6917/0.REFERENCES[1℄ Y. Maeno et al., Nature 372, 532 (1994).[2℄ Y. Maeno et al., J. Phys. So. Jpn. 66, 1405 (1997).[3℄ A.W. Tyler et al., Phys. Rev. B58, R10107 (1998).[4℄ N.E. Hussey et al., Phys. Rev. B57, 5505 (1998).[5℄ M. Minakata, Y. Maeno, Phys. Rev. B63, 180504 (2001).[6℄ K. Puher et al., Phys. Rev. B65, 104523 (2002).[7℄ T. Imai et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 3006 (1998); H. Mukuda et al.,J. Phys. So. Jpn. 67, 3945 (1998); H. Mukuda et al., Phys. Rev. B60, 12279(1999).[8℄ K. Ishida et al., Phys. Rev. B64, 100501 (2001).[9℄ Y. Sidis et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 3320 (1999).[10℄ Z.Q. Mao, Y. Maeno, H. Fukazawa, Mater. Res. Bullt. 35, 1813 (2000).[11℄ N. Kikugawa, Y. Maeno, unpublished (2002).[12℄ T. Katsufuji, M. Kasai, Y. Tokura, Phys. Rev. Lett. 76, 126 (1996).[13℄ M.G. Hildebrand et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 227002 (2001).


